
Premier Specialty Law Firm 
for High-Growth and 
Emerging Businesses.

Gamma Law is a specialty law 
firm providing premium  support to select clients in 

cutting-edge media/tech industry sectors. We have deep expertise in 
video games and esports, VR/AR/XR, digital media and entertainment, and blockchain, 

and were early movers in these areas. Our clients range in size from founders and emerging businesses to 
multinational enterprises, but all of them benefit from our deep understanding of the challenges and 
opportunities in the business verticals in which they operate.  Because of our experience working in these 
fast-moving, dynamic industries, we are able to provide value-added and highly-efficient support to our 
clients, giving them an edge in the competitive environments in which they operate.

The quality of our lawyers distinguishes our firm.  All of our lawyers have spent significant parts of their 
careers with national and international law firms, while based in New York, Los Angeles, Tokyo, London 
and other major commercial centers. Our lawyers speak multiple languages, and a significant part of our 
practice is international in scope, often working closely with lawyers with whom we have long-established 
relationships in Japan, China, Europe and elsewhere.
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Legal Practice Areas

The Gamma Law team provides full-spectrum legal support across the industries that we serve. 
Our areas of expertise include: 

Intellectual Property
 
Gamma Law handles all facets of IP protection and enforcement for clients in the U.S. and overseas. 
We assist with international copyright and trademark registrations, IP licensing and trade secret 
protection, work-for-hire arrangements, and more. We also provide our clients with access to patent 
specialist support via long-standing of-counsel relationships.

General Counsel Services for Early-Stage Companies 
 
We provide virtual general counsel services to startups in the industries that we serve. Our team 
provides responsive, cost-effective support for day-to-day legal issues, such as contractor and 
employment matters, equity incentive plans, advisor and vendor 
agreements, office leases, and more.

Industries We Serve

Video Games and Esports 

Digital Media and Entertainment
 
Virtual and Augmented Reality 

Blockchain and Digital Assets
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“As a startup, we needed a law firm that was as innovative as we are at Construct.  
We found that in Gamma Law. In addition to being unrivaled legal strategists, 
their expertise in our industry, their responsiveness, and their deep understanding 
of our business needs – not simply our legal needs – have made Gamma Law 
the perfect fit, and trusted advisors.”

– Chuck Tsung-Han Lee, Vice President and Co-Founder, Construct Studio, Inc.
 

Securities and Investments 

Gamma Law’s finance and securities expertise ranges 
from registered public offerings and large institutional 
placements to private placements and secondary 
transactions of all sizes. Our long-established practice 
supports clients with securities and investment 
transactions, including venture capital and various 
equity, convertible note, and debt financings.  
The Gamma Law team is experienced in SEC  
compliance matters and billion-dollar public 
offerings, as well as debt facilities, private 
placements, and preparation of disclosure
documents. 
 
Entertainment Law 

The Gamma Law team has decades of entertainment 
law experience, including working with entertainment 
law firms and as in-house counsel at top-tier studios.  
We support rights holders, film and TV studios,  
producers, screenwriters, distributors, and digital 
platforms with a full range  of entertainment-
related transactions, including content licensing, 
option agreements, localization, shopping 
agreements, production agreements, and 
merchandising.  and shareholder issues.

International Transactions 

International experience and perspectives are 
fundamental to Gamma Law lawyers. The majority 
of our lawyers have worked at large international large 
law firms or managing international transactions as 
in-house lawyers in the U.S. and overseas. Gamma Law 
is adept at making high-value contributions in cross-
border transactions, such as supporting non-U.S. 
clients with U.S.-based business initiatives or negotiating 
deals with non-U.S. counter parties. We offer a full 
range of cross-border legal services, from M&A to joint 
ventures, licensing deals, distribution agreements, 
and TV and film option agreements.

Corporate Law and M&A 

Gamma Law’s corporate practice serves clients that 
range from startups to publicly-traded companies. 
We assist early stage companies with entity formation 
and other legal needs, including seed financings and 
venture capital investment rounds. We also assist 
companies both large and small with exit transactions 
of all types, and corporate governance and shareholder 
issues.
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Kodansha Advanced Media is the digital arm of the large Japanese publisher. We needed an attorney who could both advise 
us on the licensing deals that were essential for our US launch, while working simultaneously in both the Japanese and the 
American business environments. We found all that, and more, in David. He was key to our US success, and a genuine pleasure 
to work with as well.

Alvin Lu – General Manager, Kodansha Advanced Media LLC

Gamma Law lawyers are experts in the video games space. We have relied on David and his team to advise us on deal terms 
and negotiate high-value license agreements for our characters. They provide legal advice and support that reflects a deep 
understanding of our business, and their international perspective is an additional value for a company like ours with business 
throughout the world. 

Craig Takiguchi – COO, Sanrio Global Consumer Products

Gamma Law has assisted Sumitomo Corporation with our US video game business and film/TV content licensing. We have 
always found the Gamma Law team to be knowledgeable, responsive and helpful, and we value their international 
perspective and understanding of our business. 

Yuni Kitadai – Manager, Sumitomo Corporation

During my time as a Senior Executive Officer of Capcom in Tokyo, Gamma Law provided excellent support for our Los 
Angeles-based team with high-value content licensing and a range of other games-related agreements. Gamma Law also 
managed the acquisition of two international game studios for the company.  The Gamma Law team has a deep understanding 
of the games business and are top-notch lawyers. 

Kazuhiko Abe – Former Senior Executive Officer, Capcom Co., Ltd. (Tokyo)

 
The Gamma Law team understands blockchain games and began adding value immediately. The have a thorough 
understanding of the laws and regulations that apply to our business and have provided critical guidance and advice.

Dirk Lueth – Co-Founder, Uplandme, Inc.

Gamma Law has been instrumental in helping launch and finance our business in the augmented reality entertainment 
space. The Gamma Law team understands the technology and our business, so we didn’t have to take time to educate them. 
They’re responsive and proactive, and have been a great match for us as we grow. I highly recommend working with them.

Asad Malik – CEO, Jadu AR Inc. 

We are a publicly-listed company in Japan providing online auction services for companies. Gamma Law has supported us 
as we expanded our business to the United States, through a series of transactions, including an acquisition and a significant 
investment. The Gamma Law team has provided our team with expert guidance and excellent support at every step of the 
way. But for their great work, we could not have started our business in the US. Their proactive, responsive support has been 
a vital part of the successful expansion of our business.

Katsuhiko Ichii – Executive Managing Officer, Digital Products Business, Aucnet Inc

Gamma Law’s content licensing expertise, understanding of the rapidly-developing VR business and broad experience 
supporting content and technology startups have made it the perfect fit for us.

René Pinnell – CEO, Kaleidoscope VR Inc.

David and his team have provided responsive, professional and cost-effective legal support to CMI. We appreciate the 
practical perspectives and understanding of the demanding legal and business environment in which we operate in both
the US and Japan.

Christopher Frey – Executive Producer and Managing Partner, Cross Media International, LLC
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David B. Hoppe 
Managing Partner 

David B. Hoppe is the founder and managing partner of Gamma Law.  Mr. Hoppe is an experienced international 
transactional lawyer and a recognized authority on emerging legal issues in high-growth media/technology 
sectors, including video games and esports, blockchain and digital assets,VR/AR/XR, and digital media/entertainment.

Over a career spanning nearly three decades, based in New York, Tokyo, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Stockholm, 
and Helsinki, Mr. Hoppe has advised clients ranging from the world’s largest corporations to founders and 
early-stage startups on matters ranging from international debt and equity financings, venture capital and M&A 
transactions, to high-value content and technology licensing agreements, film/TV option agreements, and 
crypto/blockchain regulatory compliance. 

Mr. Hoppe is a frequent speaker internationally on cutting-edge legal topics and has been quoted in The Wall 
Street Journal, The Economist, Bloomberg Law, and CNBC. He is the author of Esports in Court, Crimes in VR, and the 
51% Attack (Vision 2020 Press, 2020), a collection of observations, anecdotes, analyses, and opinions concerning 
current news stories in media/technology.

Prior to founding Gamma Law, Mr. Hoppe was a senior associate with the global law firm White & Case LLP, 
based in New York, and was in-house international counsel for Excite.com, a Nasdaq-listed internet portal, 
in Silicon Valley.  He also served as North America general counsel for Capcom, the Japanese video game 
publisher while maintaining his outside law practice.

Proficient in spoken and written Japanese, Mr. Hoppe lived and worked 
in Japan for several years. He is a member of the Japan Society of 
Northern California and a frequent presenter at the Japan Online 
Game Association (JOGA) in Tokyo.  He is a member of the International 
Bar Association and the Inter-Pacific Bar Association, among various 
other professional and industry organizations. 

Mr. Hoppe is a Northern California Super Lawyer (2020).  He is licensed 
in California and New York.

San Francisco, California 
+1 (415) 901-0510

www.gammalaw.com 
dbhoppe@gammalaw.com

© Gamma Law, Professional Corporation 2012-2020. 



Blockchain/ Digital Assets

Blockchain Lawyers
 
Composed of experts in finance, gaming, IP, 
security, and other key disciplines, Gamma Law’s 
blockchain lawyers are adept at enabling clients to 
avoid legal pitfalls and fully capitalize on business 
opportunities. Knowledgeable in all aspects of 
current national and international laws governing 
the blockchain and cryptocurrency industries, our 
team of  attorneys  supports clients with all facets 
of negotiation, licensing, M&A, and day-to-day 
general counsel services.

Gamma Law’s blockchain lawyers support startups 
and established businesses with the development 
and implementation of their blockchain-based 
business models. Our firm also brings broad 
expertise in cryptocurrencies, including token-
based financings, initial coin offerings (ICOs), 
crypto fund formation, and related matters.
 
Experts in Blockchain-Related 
Businesses and Smart Contracts
 
Gamma Law’s blockchain and cryptocurrency  
lawyers leverage decades of experience supporting 
companies in technology and content-related 
businesses. This includes blockchain and distributed- 
ledger implementations for recordkeeping, title, 
provenance, transactions in virtual goods, smart 
contracts, and other uses.

Blockchain-related legal issues that must be 
considered include the application of contractual 
audit terms, jurisdiction, data privacy and 
protection, enforceability of smart contracts under 
national legislation and, in some industries, 
regulatory recordkeeping requirements.

Gamma Law’s international experience and 
cross-border transactional expertise uniquely 
positions our lawyers to support clients with block-
chain systems, which are fundamentally borderless 
in nature. Legal counsel relating to blockchain
 implementations and transactions must be 
cognizant of the possible application of the laws 
of various jurisdictions, not just the United States. 
 
Token-Based Financings and Investment 
Funds 
 
Token-based financings, including initial coin offerings, 
have provided many emerging companies with 
funding opportunities that were unavailable 
through conventional public or private channels. 
However, volatility and regulatory uncertainty 
make proficient legal support a crucial component 
of any token-based financing plan. Similarly, 
formation of and fundraising for crypto and token 
investment funds requires cryptocurrency lawyers 
who are familiar with longstanding securities 
regulatory practices as well as current applications. 



“The Gamma Law team understands blockchain games and began adding value 
immediately. They have a thorough understanding of the laws and regulations that 
apply to our business and have provided critical guidance and advice.”

Dirk Lueth – Co-Founder, Uplandme, Inc.

• Represented major international IP owner  
in connection with character license to  
innovative blockchain collectibles game.

• Supported high-profile blockchain game  
developer with US securities compliance  
relating to offshore token offering.

• Advised developer of major real-money  
blockchain trading game on all aspects of  
US regulatory compliance, including  
structuring of NFTs and in-game economy.

Selected Transactions

Securities and Finance Background
 
Unusual among boutique law firms, Gamma Law 
possesses decades of experience in securities 
finance, securities regulation, and SEC matters. 
Gamma Law lawyers have worked with premier 
Wall Street law firms, managing multi-billion dollar 
debt and equity financings, investment fund 
formations, and securities transactions.

An in-depth understanding of securities regulations 
and current SEC interpretations is essential when 
planning and executing token-based financings, 
forming investment funds, fundraising, and 
participating in secondary-market transactions

Gamma Law’s industry expertise allows us to 
provide perspectives and insights regarding 
potentially critical issues and risks that arise daily but 
may not be evident to newcomers to the space.
 
Virtual General Counsel Services
 
Gamma Law also provides turnkey virtual general 
counsel services to companies in the blockchain, 
digital assets, and crypto industries. We manage 
both urgent and routine company legal matters, 
freeing executives to focus on their businesses.

Contact us to learn more about Gamma Law’s 
blockchain and token-based financing practice 
and to see how we can help you achieve your 

Visit GammaLaw.com or contact us directly to learn more about Gamma Law’s work with blockchain 
and other emerging media and technology businesses.

 
Tel: +1 (415) 901-0510    info@gammalaw.com

https://www.gammalaw.com/
https://gammalaw.com/contact/


Intellectual Property Protection 
 
Our clients, from bootstrap startups to global gaming conglomerates, know Gamma Law employs 
proven strategies and leverages our unparalleled familiarity with video game law to secure their 
interests. We have a deep understanding of the nuances of copyright and  trademark law and their 
application to the video games space, and work diligently to protect our clients’ intellectual property 
through work-for-hire, employment, non-compete, and non-disclosure agreements, monitoring to reveal 
possible infringements and proactive filing of registrations.

Video Games Lawyers
 
Gamma Law’s video game attorneys represent 
clients involved in every nuance of the industry. 
From game developers, publishers, and distributors 
to tournament organizers, producers, and media 
platforms. Our lawyers practice exclusively in areas 
that influence and are affected by video games – 
digital entertainment, blockchain, AR/VR, esports, 
and intellectual property.

Gamma Law was founded specifically to support 
video game developers, publishers, and other 
participants to navigate the legal issues that arise 
through every stage of the business lifecycle in this 
dynamic space. And while our practice has 
expanded and diversified, our commitment to 
video games companies and understanding of 
video game law remains as strong as ever.

Combining the resources and expertise seldom 
seen outside megafirms with the personal care and 
affordability only a boutique firm can deliver, Gamma 
Law aggressively negotiates favorable licensing, 
publishing, and distribution deals for our clients.  
We have the knowledge to help clients minimize 
the unique risks inherent in the video game space 
and the insight to ensure they take advantage of 
the opportunities the industry presents.

Video Game Expertise
 
Our video game attorneys have worked on 
hundreds of deals in the niche, encompassing 
every platform, industry participant, and medium, 
including virtual and augmented reality. We have 
advised both licensors and licensees. We have 
evaluated the effects of U.S. and international 
regulations on clients’ real-money and skill-based 
gaming models. We have secured publicity rights, 
drafted airtight privacy and service terms, and 
negotiated publishing and licensing agreements 
driven solely by the desire to benefit our clients. 
 
Video Game Lawyers for a Dynamic Industry
 
Working with a law firm equipped with a profound 
business understanding is important for any business. 
In the ever changing world of video games, it can 
prove decisive. Gamma Law’s deep background in 
the video games business positions us to provide 
the highest value-added guidance to companies in 
the industry. Gamma Law’s proactive video game 
lawyers work in tandem with clients to protect 
their intellectual property, help them avoid 
regulatory  and compliance issues, and manage 
their day-to-day legal concerns so they can focus 
their energies on creating the next generation of 
entertaining and educational games.

Video Games



• Represented game publisher in negotiation 
of numerous development agreements for 
console games with budgets totaling tens of 
millions of dollars.

• Represented international game publisher in 
license-in arrangements with virtually all major 
Hollywood studios.

• Represented game publishers in development 
and launch of mobile skill-gaming businesses, 
including fifty-state compliance review.

• Represented major international trading company 
in development and implementation of  
investment program in mobile games.

• Represented international game developer in 
complex joint venture arrangements involving 
financing, licensing, content development and 
publishing. 

• Negotiated terms for inclusion of high-profile 
mobile game in the leading real-money gaming 
platform.

• Represented publicly-listed game publisher in 
acquisitions of development studios in Vancouver 
and in Thailand.

• Advised Japanese game publisher on US gaming 
law issues relating to awarding of physical 
prizes.

Selected Transactions

“Working with David is a pleasure as he is highly responsive, very detail-oriented, 
and has a deep understanding of the many facets of the game industry. In addition to 
his constant good advice and contract work, his recent leadership on an acquisition 
we undertook highlighted the strength of David and his team. I look forward to 
continuing to work with David for a long time.”

Tarrnie Williams – Former President & COO, Roadhouse Interactive

“David and his team understand the games business, and have provided invaluable 
support to Capcom as we’ve grown over several years.”

Midori Yuasa – Former Corporate Officer, Capcom Co., Ltd. (Tokyo and Los Angeles)

Visit GammaLaw.com or contact us directly to learn more about our support for video games and 
other media and technology businesses.

 
Tel: +1 (415) 901-0510    info@gammalaw.com

https://www.gammalaw.com/
https://gammalaw.com/contact/


Virtual and Augmented Reality

VR/AR Lawyers
 
Gamma Law’s team of specialized VR/AR  lawyers 
understand the nuances of these rapidly evolving 
technologies. Our law firm specializes in helping 
clients navigate the complex legal issues surrounding 
the use of augmented reality, virtual reality, and 
mixed reality across a spectrum of applications, 
such as filmmaking, video games, education, and 
more. Our attorneys advise and represent clients 
in all facets of  laws affecting VR/AR/MR, including 
negotiation, licensing, and M&A deals, as well as 
day-to-day general counsel services.

Drawing on our long experience in digital media, 
video games, intellectual property, and licensing, 
Gamma Law’s virtual and augmented reality 
lawyers have supported innovative companies in 
these industries for many years. Our clients include 
cinematic VR content producers, location-based 
VR and AR game developers, a leading Japanese 
haptics technology developer, a location-based AR 
experience developer, a VR content-development 
tool developer, and an organization of independent 
VR content creators.

Gamma Law’s team of VR/AR lawyers is well-versed 
in the multitude of commercial uses of virtual, 
augmented, and mixed reality technologies and 
able to provide immediate, value-added legal 
support to companies that are licensing, acquiring, 
and mobilizing these technologies and experiences. 
Engaging Gamma Law’s virtual and augmented 
reality lawyers gives clients access to the 
expertise they require without the expense and 
time required to develop in-house specialized 
legal knowledge.
 

Virtual General Counsel Services

Gamma Law also provides turnkey virtual general 
counsel services to companies in VR/AR, managing 
both extraordinary and routine corporate legal 
matters, freeing executives to focus on their 
businesses.

Contact us to learn more about Gamma Law’s VR/
AR/MR practice and to see how we can help you 
achieve your objectives.

https://gammalaw.com/contact/


• Represented VR tech startup in $2 million of 
convertible note investments from Google Ventures, 
Accel Partners and Rothenberg Ventures.

• Represented multiple VR startups in agreements 
with ViveX and Rothenberg accelerator programs.

• Represented multiple VR startups in corporate 
formation, structuring of shareholdings and 
founder agreements.

• Represented multiple VR startups in content 
and technology licensing and general counsel 
matters.

Selected Transactions

“Gamma Law has been instrumental in helping launch and finance our business 
in the augmented reality entertainment space. The Gamma Law team understands 
the technology and our business, so we didn’t have to take time to educate them. 
They’re responsive and proactive, and have been a great match for us as we grow.
 I highly recommend working with them.”

Asad Malik – CEO, Jadu AR Inc.

“Gamma Law’s content licensing expertise, understanding of the rapidly 
developing VR business and broad experience supporting content and 
technology startups have made it the perfect fit for us.”

René Pinnell – CEO, Kaleidoscope VR Inc.

 
Tel: +1 (415) 901-0510    info@gammalaw.com

Visit GammaLaw.com or contact us directly to learn more about VR/AR/MR and other media and 
technology businesses.

https://www.gammalaw.com/
https://gammalaw.com/contact/


Esports Lawyers
 
Gamma Law’s team of esports lawyers provides 
advice, counsel, and representation for clients 
involved in every aspect of competitive gaming. 
A pioneer in esports law, Gamma Law possesses 
both in-depth, industry-specific knowledge and 
expertise in the broad range of legal needs that 
companies in the space require. Gamma Law is at 
the forefront in developing market standards for 
esports contracting, licensing agreements, 
tournament rules and operation, sponsorships, 
and player representation.

Gamma Law was a first-mover supporting clients 
in the dynamic and evolving business of esports, 
and is one of the few US law firms with a specialist 
esports practice. With over 15 years of focus on 
the video games business, it was only natural 
that Gamma Law would emerge as an expert in 
development, negotiation, and closing of esports 
agreements of all kinds, including game license 
agreements, tournament operator agreements, 
sponsorship agreements, sponsorship agency 
agreements, and player agreements.

Our team of dedicated esports attorneys also 
prepares tournament rules for global tournaments 
and supports esports clients with legal concerns 
arising in esports community management as well 
as other day-to-day matters.

 

Esports Legal Experts 
 
Businesses operating in the burgeoning sector of 
competitive gaming require a broad range of legal 
support, ranging from IP protection and licensing, 
rights of privacy, and publicity, performance rights, 
skill gaming regulation, media rights and broad-
casting, sponsorship and advertising, venue rentals, 
and more. In addition, esports teams require legal 
assistance with player contracting, immigration, 
and team housing and facilities leases.

The early-stage but rapidly-developing role of 
esports law, which governs organizations, leagues, 
and player organizations raises additional 
challenges for games companies, tournament 
operators, sponsors, and teams. Guidance from 
counsel who understand the industry is critical to 
avoid unnecessary legal risk and expense as the 
esports business continues its extraordinary 
growth. 

Legal Counsel for Esports Companies

Gamma Law also provides turnkey virtual general 
counsel services to esports companies, managing 
all company legal matters on a day-to-day basis, 
freeing executives to focus on their businesses.

Contact us to learn more about Gamma Law’s 
esports practice and how we can help you achieve 
your objectives.

Esports



“Gamma Law knows esports, and is our go-to law firm for player agreements and 
other matters. Their understanding of our business has been a huge value-add as 
Team Rival has grown.”

Tyler West – Co-Founder, Team Rival

“David and his team understand the games business, and have provided 
invaluable support to Capcom as we’ve grown over several years.”

Midori Yuasa – Former Corporate Officer, Capcom Co., Ltd. (Tokyo and Los Angeles)

• Prepared and negotiated sponsorship agreements 
with major endemic and non-endemic sponsors 
with total value in the millions of dollars.

• Prepared and negotiated tournament operator 
agreements used for dozens of high-profile 
fighting-game tournaments in the United 
States and internationally.

• Prepared player agreements for high-profile 
team organization.

• Provided real-time advice to major esports 
game publisher regarding sensitive community 
matters.

• Negotiated multi-million dollar streaming deal 
between major game publisher and the leading 
games streaming platform.

• Negotiated venue agreement with Las Vegas 
esports arena for multi-day global finals  
tournament.

Selected Transactions

 
Tel: +1 (415) 901-0510    info@gammalaw.com



Digital Media

Digital Media Lawyers

Individuals and companies that produce, license, 
and distribute digital media content require the 
specialized expertise that Gamma Law’s digital 
media lawyers can deliver. Knowledgeable and 
experienced in the legal issues involving technology, 
intellectual property, and contract law, Gamma 
Law’s team of digital media attorneys provides 
comprehensive counsel and representation for 
clients across the new media spectrum. We deliver  
advice and documentation for digital media  
investment, creation, and implementation,  
as we safeguard our clients’ interests at every step.

Gamma Law’s expert digital media lawyers advocate 
for clients involved in entertainment, content 
creation, distribution and licensing, esports, and 
video games. Our firm also supports clients with 
cross-platform convergence and development  
of augmented and virtual reality and other new 
media technologies.

We have assisted clients with hundreds of content 
and technology licensing transactions. 
Our experience ranges from complex international 
licensing structures for some of the world’s highest-
value IP to innovative business models for emerging 
technology companies.

A Full-Service Digital Media Law Firm

As a full-service digital media law firm, Gamma 
Law’s expertise includes negotiating film option 
and content license agreements, including terms 
relating to merchandising, localization, rights 
clearances, revenue-sharing, and distribution 
across platforms in the US and internationally.

Gamma Law’s services help our digital media 
clients to navigate issues such as user-generated 
content, privacy policies, COPPA compliance, terms 
of service, DMCA enforcement and responses,  
viral marketing compliance, and management  
of cross-border risks.

Gamma Law also provides turnkey virtual general 
counsel services to digital media companies.  
We manage all facets of all day-to-day  company 
legal matters, so executives are free to focus on 
their businesses.

Contact us to learn more about Gamma Law’s digital 
media practice and to see how we can help you 
achieve your objectives.

https://gammalaw.com/contact/


• Represented major US streaming site in  
numerous license agreements with Japanese 
TV studios and other rights holders.

• Represented international rights holder in 
film option agreement for major US theatrical 
production.

• Represented Brazilian film producer in  
license-in agreement relating to international 
film franchise.

• Represented major Japanese book publisher in 
launch of ebooks distribution program in the 
US and the negotiation of agreements with all 
major platforms.

• Represented US home video producer in 
negotiating some fifty agreements to secure 
exclusive rights to popular Korean TV dramas 
for translation and distribution in US.

Selected Transactions

“Gamma Law has been an important part of the success of our film ventures over 
several years, providing critical support with licensing, financing and distribution 
deals in Asia, the US and South America. David and his team know the business 
and are always available when we need them.”

Oliver Kwon – Founder and Executive Director, Americás Film Conservancy

“Kodansha Advanced Media is the digital arm of a large Japanese publisher.  
We needed an attorney who could both advise us on the licensing deals that were 
essential for our US launch, while working simultaneously in both the Japanese 
and the American business environments. We found all that, and more, in David. 
He was key to our US success, and a genuine pleasure to work with as well.”                               

Alvin Lu – General Manager, Kodansha Advanced Media, LLC

 
Tel: +1 (415) 901-0510    info@gammalaw.com



International Business

International experience and an international 
perspective are fundamental to who we are at 
Gamma Law. Nearly all Gamma Law lawyers have 
spent portions of their careers in the international 
offices of large law firms or managing international 
transactions as in-house lawyers while based in the 
US or internationally. A significant part of our 
practice involves a cross-border component of 
some kind, whether it’s supporting non-US clients 
with US-based business or negotiating transactions 
with non-US counterparties. Clients value the  
perspective and insights that we are able to bring 
to their matters, even in the US domestic context, 
as a result of our experience negotiating and 
closing deals in diverse, complex and challenging 
environments.

Our international experience includes the full 
range of corporate and transactional matters. 
We support clients with M&A, finance and 
investment, as well as content and technology 
licensing, reseller and distribution agreements, 
content and technology development, film/TV 
option agreements and many others. 

We also support clients with international joint 
ventures, ranging from straightforward partnerships 
to complex structures with multiple exit and liquidation 
alternatives.

Working through our trusted network of locally- 
admitted lawyers in various countries, developed 
over many years, we are able to offer US-based 
clients with access to the highest-quality legal 
support in nearly all major commercial jurisdictions 
on a cost-efficient basis.

In addition to English, our lawyers are fluent in 
French, Japanese, Mandarin Chinese, Portuguese, 
Russian, Spanish and Vietnamese.

Seamless, Fully Cross-Cultural, Bilingual Legal Support



• Represented major privately-held US online 
dating site in complex joint ventures with  
parties in Spain and Germany.

• Represented major Hong Kong e-commerce 
site with establishment of US subsidiaries and 
various US legal matters over some fifteen 
years.

• Supported US film producer with China  
co-production arrangement, working with 
China counsel.

• Represented Brazilian film producer with 
licensing and production agreement for inter-
national film franchise.

• Represented Japanese trading company  
in offering of mobile games in European  
countries, working with local counsel.

• Represented major Japanese publisher in 
launch of e-book distribution program in  
the United States.

• Represented numerous non-US early-stage 
technology companies with establishment  
of US subsidiaries.

• Represented major US streaming site in  
localization and distribution agreements for 
numerous Japanese anime productions.

• Represented Japanese public companies in 
strategic investments and acquisitions of US 
technology companies.
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